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Abstract  I provide an analysis of the relative readings of superlatives on which 
the superlative morpheme -est is more constrained at LF than previously argued, 
yet the range of superlative readings available cross-linguistically is still accounted 
for. I argue that -est scopes outside the superlative DP only when it is necessary 
for the derivation of a particular reading. I also provide empirical arguments that 
the focus structure of the sentence must be included in the LF representation of 
relative readings. In English, where -est only scopes DP-internally, we correctly 
predict the optionality of focus for relative readings. In Polish, where -est can also 
scope DP-externally, focus can be obligatory to disambiguate between the different 
LFs. 
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1 Introduction 
A sentence containing a superlative expression, such as the most expensive cake in 
(1), can receive different interpretations depending on how the comparison class is 
specified with respect to the different constituents of the sentence (Heim 1985; 
Szabolcsi 1986; Gawron 1995; a.o.). When the comparison class is established with 
respect to the superlative DP itself, the absolute reading arises, (1a). The 
comparison set contains cakes that are relevant in the context without consideration 
of who has bought or received them. On the relative readings, (1b-c), the 
comparison class is determined with respect to one of the sentence constituents, 
John in (1b) and Mary in (1c). 
  
                                                 
 
1* I would like to thank Roumi Pancheva, Yael Sharvit and Anna Szabolcsi for their comments, 
questions and suggestions that helped improve this paper. My thanks also go to Maria Luisa 
Zubizarreta, Barry Schein, Elsi Kaiser and Thomas Seifrid, as well as to the audience of SALT 25. 
The errors are all mine. 
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(1) John bought Mary the most expensive cake. 
a. ‘John bought Mary the cake that was more expensive than any other 
(relevant) cake.’    Absolute Reading 
b. ‘John bought Mary a more expensive cake than any other (relevant) 
person did.’      Relative Reading 
c.  ‘John bought Mary a more expensive cake than he bought for any 
other (relevant) person.’  Relative Reading 
  
Focus has a disambiguating effect on the relative readings (Ross 1964; Jackendoff 
1972; Szabolcsi 1986; Heim 1999; Farkas and É. Kiss 2000; Sharvit and Stateva 
2002; a.o.). The placement of focus on John, (2a), facilitates the relative reading in 
(1b) and precludes the relative reading in (1c). Focus on Mary, (2a), disambiguates 
in favor of the reading in (1c). Note that the presence of focus does not exclude the 
availability of the absolute reading, (1a). 
 
(2) a. [JOHN]F bought Mary the most expensive cake.     
 b. John bought [MAry]F the most expensive cake.     
 
The focus facts alone suggest that F-marking should not be ignored in the derivation 
of relative readings, however, the data in (3) suggests otherwise. In (3) the elements 
that are not prosodically prominent, who or its trace, are relevant for the 
determination of the comparison class. Szabolcsi 1986 and Heim 1999 conclude 
that the lack of correspondence between prosodic focus and putative semantic focus 
on who or its trace in (3) provides evidence that focus is not needed for the 
derivation of relative readings. 
 
(3) We should congratulate the boy who got the most expensive [CAKE]F.  
 
Szabolcsi 1986 and Heim 1985, 1999 propose that the different readings of a 
superlative sentence are derived by allowing the superlative morpheme -est, a 
quantifier over degrees with the semantics in (4),1 to take different scope within the 
clause. When -est scopes DP-internally, (5a), the absolute reading is derived. When 
-est takes scope at the clausal level and its individual argument is saturated by John, 
as in (5b), the comparison set contains the relevant individuals who bought cakes 
for Mary and, accordingly, the relative reading in (1b) is derived. When Mary 
saturates -est’s third argument, (5c), the relative reading in (1c) is derived. Note 
that the superlative DP is considered to be indefinite at LF, (5b-c). 
 
                                                 
 
1 The lexical entry in (4) requires the assumption that gradable predicates are downward monotonic: 
(i) A relation R between objects x and degrees d, d’ is downward monotonic iff:  
   ∀x∀d∀d’[R(x, d) = 1  d’ < d → R(x, d’)] 
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(4) ⟦-est⟧ = λC⟨e,t⟩. λD⟨d,et⟩. λxe. ∃d[D(d)(x) ∧ ∀y∈C [y≠x→ ¬(D(d)(y))]] 
Presuppositions: x∈C,  ∀y [y∈C → ∃d [D(d)(y)]].   (Heim 1999) 
 
(5) a. John bought Mary [DP the [[-est C] λd. d-expensive cake]]     
   C  {x: d [x is a d-expensive cake]}      Absolute (1a) 
b. John [-est C] λd. λx. x bought Mary [DP a d-expensive cake] 
C  {x: d [x bought Mary a d-expensive cake]}  Relative (1b) 
c. Mary [-est C] λd. λx. John bought x [DP a d-expensive cake] 
C  {x: d [John bought x a d-expensive cake]}   Relative (1c) 
 
The scope analysis does not require that the effect of focus be represented at LF for 
the computation of the contents of the comparison set C. For Szabolcsi 1986 and 
Heim 1999 this is an advantage, because for the derivation of the relative reading 
of (3) they can avoid positing focus on a prosodically unmarked element: who or 
its trace. For this view, however, the Polish counterpart of (3) presents a puzzle  
with neutral intonation, as in (6a), the reading on which the comparison involves 
those individuals who got cakes of some price is missing. This reading only obtains 
if there is focus on the superlative adjective, (6b). 
 
(6) Powinniśmy   pogratulować  chłopcu, … 
 we-should      congratulate     boy 
 ‘We should congratulate the boy…  
 a. który dostał najdroższe        ciastko. 
 who  got     most-expensiveAcc   cakeAcc  
       ‘… who got a more expensive cake than any other thing he got.’    
 b. który dostał [najDROŻsze]F   ciastko. 
        who   got     most-expensiveAcc   cakeAcc  
  ‘… who got a more expensive cake than any other boy.’ 
 
Without the focus on the superlative adjective, the sentence in (6a) receives a 
relative reading – absent in English – on which the relevant things that the boy 
received are compared in terms of their price. On this reading the comparison class 
C is set with respect to the DP-internal constituent, the NP cake, and contains 
predicates: the predicate cake and the relevant alternatives to cake which are 
predicates true of things of some price that John bought for Mary, (7). 
 
(7) cake [-est C] λd. λf. ∃x John bought Mary [DP d-expensive f(x)] 
C  {f: ∃d ∃x [John bought Mary x  x is d-expensive  f(x)]}   
DP-Internal Relative Reading 
‘John bought Mary a more expensive cake than any other (relevant) thing he 
bought her.’ 
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The semantics for -est in (4) requires the third argument to be of type e, but if there 
is no individual denoting constituent that could move, the entry in (4) can be 
modified to be cross-categorial, as in (8) (a cross-categorial -est is proposed for 
English in Kotek et al. 2011).  
 
(8)  ⟦-est⟧= λC<δ,t>. λD<d,δt >.λxδ. ∃d[D(d)(x) ∀y∈C [y≠x→ ¬(D(d)(y))]] 
 Presuppositions: xδ∈C<δ,t>, ∀yδ [yδ∈C<δ,t> → ∃d[D(d)(y)]]. 
 
The scope analysis predicts that the reading derived in (7) should also be available 
for the English sentence in (1), but in Pancheva and Tomaszewicz 2012 we observe 
that DP-internal relative readings are available only in the absence of the definite 
determiner in the superlative DP (accordingly, they are never available in a 
language like English where the definite determiner is obligatory with 
superlatives). We propose that -est can scope DP-externally only in the absence of 
the in the superlative DP. In a language like Polish which does not have articles and 
superlative DPs are always (morphologically) indefinite, -est should always be able 
to scope DP-externally. The fact that focus is obligatory on the adjective in (6b) for 
the DP-external relative reading to arise is also a puzzle for our analysis.  
In this paper, I extend our approach in Pancheva and Tomaszewicz 2012 by 
postulating that in the absence of the definite determiner in the superlative DP, -est 
is able to scope out, but only when allowed by Scope Economy. I show that Scope 
Economy precludes -est from taking DP-external scope for the derivation of relative 
readings set with respect to DP-external constituents (John or Mary in (1)). Thus, 
the focus in (6b) serves to indicate that -est is to be interpreted DP-internally 
although the absence of the definite determiner allows for DP-external scope. On 
this analysis, -est is more constrained at LF than previously argued, yet the range 
of superlative readings available cross-linguistically is still accounted for 
(Tomaszewicz 2015b). 
2 The syntax of the superlative morpheme 
On the scope theory, the different readings of superlatives are treated as a genuine 
ambiguity, but as observed by Heim 1999 the movement of -est out of the 
superlative DP is not necessary to derive DP-external relative readings. As noted in 
the previous section, the different readings result from different specifications of 
the comparison class C. I will now illustrate that the truth conditions of a superlative 
sentence change both when the scope of -est changes (which necessarily affects C 
due to -est’s presuppositions, (4)) and when the scope of -est remains the same but 
the specification of C changes due to the contextual constraints on what counts as 
being relevant.  
In (9) the truth conditions of the absolute reading are derived. In (10) DP-
external scope derives the relative reading set with respect to John (the comparison 
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is between the relevant individuals who bought cakes for Mary). In (11) the same 
relative reading is derived by keeping -est DP-internally and adding a restriction on 
the comparison class C, which being a domain variable is naturally subject to 
contextual constraints.  
 
(9) a. John bought Mary [DP the [-est C] [NP 2 t2-expensive cake]] 
b. ⟦NP⟧ = λd λx [x is a cake  x is d-expensive] 
c. C {x: d [x is a d-expensive cake]} 
d. ⟦DP⟧ = ιx d [x is a d-expensive cake  y [y∈C  yx [y is a d- 
expensive cake]]] 
e. ⟦(9a)⟧ = 1 iff John bought Mary the unique cake of a certain price such 
that no other cake in the comparison class of relevant cakes 
of a certain price is more expensive than that cake 
(10) a. [TP1 John [TP2[-est C] [TP32 1 t1 bought Mary [DP a [NP t2-expensive cake]]]]] 
  b. ⟦TP3⟧ = λd λx [x bought Mary a d-expensive cake] 
  c. C  {x: d [x bought Mary a d-expensive cake]} 
d. ⟦TP1⟧ = d [John bought Mary a d-expensive cake  y [y ∈C  y  John 
  [y bought Mary a d-expensive cake]]] 
e. ⟦(10a)⟧ = 1 iff there is a degree d such that John bought Mary a cake of 
price d and no other individual in the comparison class of 
relevant people who bought Mary cakes of a certain price 
bought her a cake of price d 
(11) a. John bought Mary [DP the [-est C] [NP 2 t2-expensive cake]] 
  b. C  {x: d y [x is a d-expensive cake  y bought Mary x} 
c. ⟦(11a)⟧ = 1 iff John bought Mary the unique cake of a certain price such 
that no other cake in the comparison class of relevant cakes 
of a certain price that someone bought for Mary is more 
expensive than that cake 
 
The results of comparing relevant cake buyers in terms of the price of their cakes, 
(10e), and the results of comparing cakes bought by relevant people, (11c), are 
truth-conditionally equivalent. Since relative readings can be derived without the 
movement of -est outside the DP, Farkas and Kiss 2000, Sharvit and Stateva 2002, 
Coppock and Beaver 2014 argue that this movement is, in fact, not allowed.  
This approach is right for languages where the definite determiner is obligatory 
in the superlative DP, but for languages where indefinite superlative DPs are 
possible, it fails to predict the existence of DP-internal relative readings, which 
cannot be derived without the movement of -est outside the DP (Pancheva and 
Tomaszewicz 2012). To illustrate this point consider (12a-b). With DP-internal -
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est, the members of C are cakes and it is not possible to replace this set with a set 
of alternatives to cakes by adding that the individuals in C have some other property 
f, (12b). 
 
(12) a. John bought Mary [DP the [-est C] [NP 2 t2-expensive cake]] 
  b. C  {x: d ∃f  [x is a d-expensive cake  f(x)]} 
 
It needs to be the case that cross-linguistically there are two ways to relative 
readings: by scoping -est DP-externally, and by keeping -est DP-internally and 
constraining the specification of C.2  Note now that neither derivation requires 
reference to focus. On the DP-internal approach, focus effects are a subset of the 
contextual effects on the specification of C. On the scope theory, focus helps to 
choose between the different LFs for the different relative readings.  
The empirical facts from Polish presented in (6a-b) suggest that focus is not 
merely an optional indicator of -est’s scope. The context in (6a) is not enough to 
specify the DP-external relative reading on which different boys are compared. For 
this reading the focus on the superlative adjective is necessary (6b). Moreover, the 
focus on the superlative adjective in (6b) is incompatible with the DP-internal 
relative reading of (6a). 
As shown above in (12), the derivation of the DP-internal relative reading 
requires DP-external scope of -est for the proper specification of the comparison 
class, i.e., predicates alternative to the predicate cake, (7). The fact that with the 
focus on the superlative adjective, the DP-internal relative reading is unavailable 
indicates that in (6b) the DP-external scope for -est is impossible. Therefore, the 
DP-external relative reading that this sentence has must be derived with -est 
remaining DP-internally as in (11). This is surprising given that the scope analysis 
predicts that once -est is able to scope outside the DP in a language (i.e., in the 
absence of the definite determiner), both DP-external and DP-internal relative 
readings can be derived by scope.  
  
                                                 
 
2 In Tomaszewicz 2015a,b I discuss and refute an alternative to the approach in Pancheva and 
Tomaszewicz 2012 according to which what constrains the derivation of DP-internal relative 
readings in some languages is not the constraints on the movement of -est, but the constraints on the 
movement of the NP/DP subconstituent of the superlative DP (e.g. constraints on the movement of 
cake in (7)). I conclude that definite superlative DPs are not islands for the movement of a nominal 
subconstituent, because with indefinite superlatives we do not find cases where -est is free to scope 
DP-externally but a nominal subconstituent is not. 
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Why is DP-external scope possible for (6a) so that the DP-internal relative reading 
can be derived, (13a), but why is DP-external scope not possible for (6b) for the 
derivation of the DP-external relative reading, (13b)? 
 
(13) a. DP-Internal Relative Readings in Polish 
[NP/DP …][TP [-est C] 2 1 [TP … [DP a [NP [AP t2 [A…]] t1 ]]]] 
b. DP-External Relative Readings in Polish 
*[NP/DP …][TP [-est C] 2 1 [TP … t1 … [DP a [NP [[AP t2 [A…]]]Focus…]]]] 
 
In the next section I propose that Scope Economy might explain why (13b) is 
excluded, i.e., why the DP-external scope of -est is precluded for DP-external 
relative readings. Additionally, to account for the fact that in (6b) focus is 
obligatory to indicate DP-internal scope of -est, I argue in Section 4 that in the 
derivation of relative readings focus must be encoded at LF. I show how the focus 
on the superlative adjective has an indirect effect on the comparison class C when 
-est remains DP-internal. 
3 Scope Economy constraining -est  
I argue that DP-external relative readings are derived with DP-internal -est both 
with definite and indefinite DPs, i.e., both in English and Polish. The derivation of 
DP-external relative readings by scoping -est out of an indefinite DP is precluded 
by Scope Economy. 
When -est takes DP-external scope, it is required that a constituent of the right 
type to saturate its third argument has QRed to the edge of the clause. In (10a), [-est 
C] is of type ⟨⟨d,⟨e,t⟩⟩,⟨e,t⟩⟩ and an individual denoting constituent, the subject 
John, QRs to the edge of the clause; then [-est C] QRs out of the NP and tucks in 
right below John.3 In (7), [-est C] is of type ⟨⟨d,⟨⟨e,t⟩,t⟩⟩,⟨⟨e,t⟩,t⟩⟩ and a property 
denoting constituent, the head NP cake, undergoes QR. The movement of the 
NP/DP in both cases is not driven by a type-mismatch in the in-situ position, hence 
it is not obligatory. In both cases type-wise there is nothing that prevents the in-situ 
composition of those constituents; the sole purpose of the movement is the 
derivation of the relative reading. Therefore, this movement is an instance of 
optional QR, a QR operation that applies only when it is necessary to derive an 
interpretation that a sentence would otherwise not have. 
                                                 
 
3 When -est takes sentential scope, it is required to tuck in because of its semantics. -est’s sister node 
needs to be of type <d,et> to saturate its second argument, while the raised individual argument 
needs to saturate its third argument. The movement of the comparative morpheme -er on its 3-place 
semantics also requires tucking in (Bhatt and Takahashi 2007). 
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It should first be noted that the movement of -est is an instance of optional QR 
as well. Type-wise [-est C] and the adjective (type ⟨d,⟨e,t⟩⟩) can combine in-situ (as 
noted in e.g., Bošković and Gajewski 2009). The presuppositions in (4) could 
technically be met; for example, C would consist of the relevant objects that have 
a certain price, (14b). For the intended readings, however, we need to include the 
noun as well so that C consists specifically of cakes of some price and not of any 
objects that have a price – on none of the readings of (1) is the adjective most 
expensive interpreted intersectively (the most expensive cake in (1a-c) is not the 
most expensive item and a cake (Heim 1999; Cinque 2010)). 
 
(14) a. John bought Mary [DP the [NP [AP[-est C] expensive] cake]]  
b. C {x: d [x is d-expensive]} 
 
It has been argued that QR operations that do not result in a truth-conditional 
difference are excluded by principles of economy (Fox’s 2000 Scope Economy, 
Reinhart’s 2006 Interface Economy). The ‘short’ movement of -est to the edge of 
the DP results in a change in the truth conditions (i.e., it prevents the interpretation 
in (14b) as described above); therefore it is not precluded by scope economy. The 
‘long’ movement of -est outside of the DP is preceded by the QR of a constituent 
that can saturate its third argument, so the economy constraints first apply to the 
QR of that constituent. If the principle of Scope Economy sees the first movement 
as semantically vacuous, it will block further derivation. 
In the case of the DP-external relative reading, this first intermediate step on its 
own does not result in a new interpretation. The QR of John in (15a) has no 
semantic effect  (15a) receives the absolute reading since the comparison class is 
as in (15b) (alternatively, [-est C] may remain within the AP and the comparison 
class is as in (14b)). For Scope Economy there is no truth conditional difference 
between the LF prior to the movement of John and the LF in (15a), because the 
movement has no effect on C. Thus, the movement of John violates Scope 
Economy and this derivation is blocked. 
 
(15) Derivation of DP-External Relative Reading 
 a. 1st Step 
   John1 [TP t1 bought Mary [DP a [-est C]2 [NP d2-expensive cake]]] 
 b. C  {x: d [x is a d-expensive cake]} 
 c. 2nd Step 
   John1 [-est C]2 [TP t1 bought Mary [DP a [NP d2-expensive cake]]] 
 d. C  {x: d [x bought Mary a d-expensive cake]} 
 
In (16a), however, the trace of cake is interpreted as a variable that is free within 
the DP. The denotation of the NP is assignment dependent, (16b). The truth 
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conditions of (16a) are not right for the DP-internal relative reading, thus the 
derivation cannot stop here. Further derivation is allowed because for Scope 
Economy there is a truth conditional difference: C changed from the set of cakes of 
some price (as in (9c)) to the set of individuals x such that there is a degree to which 
x is expensive and there is a predicate true of x, (16c). For the interpretation of the 
whole LF in (16a), cake has to be interpreted downstairs,4 but for the computation 
of the presupposition that specifies C the trace is interpreted as a variable over 
predicates. (We need to assume that assignment functions can range over 
predicates, not just individuals, because g(1) in (16b) is of type <e,t>.)  
 
(16) Derivation of Relative-2 
 a. 1st Step  
   cake1 [John bought Mary [DP a [-est C]2 [NP d2-expensive t1]]] 
 b. ⟦ [2 [t2-expensive t1]] ⟧g = λd λx [x is a d-young student from g(1)] 
 c. C  {x: d 1 [x is d-expensive  g(1)(x)]} 
 d. 2nd Step 
 e. cake1 [-est C]2 [John bought Mary [DP a [NP d2-expensive t1]]] 
 f. C  {f: ∃d ∃x [John bought Mary x  x is d-expensive  f(x)]}  
 
The first movement step of the derivation of the DP-internal relative reading, (16a), 
is not semantically vacuous. The derivation of the DP-external relative reading, on 
the other hand, is excluded by economy principles since the QR of a DP-external 
constituent has no effect on semantics, (15a), until -est has QRed as well, (15c).  
With indefinite superlative DPs we are technically able to derive both DP-
external and DP-internal relative readings by scoping -est DP-externally. At the 
same time, for DP-external relative readings DP-external scope of -est is not 
necessary: -est can be DP-internal and C containing a set of cakes can be further 
restricted, e.g., to the set of cakes bought by someone for Mary, (11). Thus, a 
question arises: does the grammar prefer one way or the other for the derivation of 
the DP-external relative readings? Since the intermediate movement step in the 
derivation of the DP-external relative readings violates Scope Economy, I conclude 
that cross-linguistically DP-internal scope of -est is preferred for DP-external 
relative readings. -est scopes outside the DP only when necessary, that is, to derive 
DP-internal relative readings (as in (7) vs. (12)). 
Accordingly, the derivation of the DP-external relative reading of the Polish 
example in (6b) involves DP-internal scope for -est. In the next section I show how 
                                                 
 
4 This yields a reading that is somewhat similar to the absolute (There is an x s.t. John bought x for 
Mary and there is a degree d s.t. x is a d-expensive cake ∧ ∀y [y∈C ∧ y≠x→ ¬[y is a d-expensive 
cake]]), but the presupposition of uniqueness contributed by the definite determiner is missing. 
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the focus on the superlative adjective in (6b) ensures that -est is interpreted as taking 
DP-internal scope and C is determined by the context given in the main clause. To 
get the actual relative reading of (3) and (6b), the fact that the head noun boy and 
the relative clause modifier combine intersectively has to be taken into account, and 
the denotation of the head noun has to be included in the specification of C, {x: d 
y [x is a d-expensive cake  y got x  y is a boy]}. The relative reading of the 
sentences in (3) and (6b) is thus a result of the contextual specification of C by the 
immediate context, the relative clause and the noun that it modifies. In the next 
section I show that this context is what licenses the focus on the superlative 
adjective in the Polish example (6b). 
4 Focus and DP-internal -est 
4.1 DP-external focus 
Focus effects on relative readings with DP-internal -est indicate that relative 
readings require a licensing context. The availability of such a context (explicitly 
or implicitly) is reflected in the focus structure of the sentence, and thus the 
placement of focus results in the different relative readings, see (2). At the same 
time, in the absence of focus the context can still constrain the comparison class as 
it happens in (3).  
The mechanism of focus association introduced in Rooth 1992 has been widely 
adopted to model discourse congruence effects and to account for the contextual 
effects on the interpretation of quantificational operators – the value of the domain 
variable of a quantifier is determined with respect to the focus structure of the 
sentence (Rooth 1992, von Fintel 1994; Heim 1999; a.o.). The focus structure 
introduces a presupposition about the context, namely, that there is an antecedent β 
whose ordinary semantic value is the subset of the focus value of the constituent α, 
(17) (Rooth 1992: 88). The focus semantic value of α is the set of focus alternatives 
to α of the same semantic type as α. The focus semantic value is generated in the 
presence of the focus operator (~), which attaches to α at LF, and it is computed 
recursively from the level of the F-marked constituent to the level of ~. The ~ 
operator introduces the focal presupposition: ~’s domain variable C’ denotes a 
subset of the focus alternative set of α, (18), and contains the ordinary semantic 
value of α and at least one other element (Rooth 1996: 279). 
 
(17) ⟦β⟧o  ⟦α⟧f              
(18) C’  ⟦α⟧f             
 
The restriction of the domain of quantificational operators (e.g., adverbs like always 
and only) taking sentential scope is determined by discourse congruence, but in the 
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case of -est syntax plays a crucial role. -est introduces a presupposition that its 
domain argument C is dependent on its second and third argument, which are in 
turn is determined by the scope of -est, (4). Therefore, it is the interaction between 
the focal presupposition and the presupposition of -est that effectively determines 
the contents of the comparison class C. 
In (19a), the focus on the subject John (licensed by the implicit context) 
together with the syntax of -est and contextual specifications impose (congruent) 
requirements on C, (19b-f). For the right specification of the focal presupposition 
(C’ is the set of sets of individuals that someone bought for Mary, (19c)), ~ attaches 
at the clausal level and the superlative DP QRs to Spec, TP, (19b). The 
presuppositions of -est require C to be the set of cakes of a certain price, (19d). 
Focus association requires that C is in an anaphoric relation with the restrictor of ~ 
as specified in (17). The requirements imposed on C by focus association, (19e),5 
and by the presuppositions of -est, (19d), do not clash, so focus association 
contributes to the derivation of the relative reading in a meaningful way, (19f).6  
 
(19) a.  (Of all the boys who bought cakes for Mary, …) 
     [John]F bought Mary the most expensive cake. 
  b. [DP the [[-est C] 2 d2-expensive cake]] [TP1[~ C’][TP2 1 [John]F bought  
Mary t1 ] ] 
  c. C’  ⟦TP2⟧f  {P: y [P = x [y bought Mary x]]} 
  d.  C  {x: d [x is a d-expensive cake]}  
  e.  C  ⟦TP2⟧f           
f. ⟦(19b)⟧ = 1 iff John bought Mary the unique cake of a certain price such 
that no other cake in the comparison class of relevant cakes 
of a certain price that someone bought is more expensive 
than that cake 
 
In the presence of explicit context, (20a) (just like in the case of the relative clause 
in (3)), the context can constrain C directly in accordance with -est’s 
                                                 
 
5 We can add a union operator to C’ so that both C’ and C are of type <e,t> to make an anaphoric 
link between them possible, C   ⟦α⟧f. This is a stipulation, but it has been shown to be necessary 
for focus association with some quantificational expressions, e.g., the adverb always, (Rooth 1992, 
von Fintel 1994, Heim 1999). However, there is nothing in the system that explains what makes it 
available (Rooth 1999). 
6 Pancheva and Tomaszewicz 2012 and Tomaszewicz 2015b show that when -est remains DP-
internal, only DP-external relative readings can be derived via -est’s association with focus. In the 
different attempts at the derivation of DP-internal relative readings, either the contribution of focus 
is vacuous (cf. (12b)), or there is a clash with -est’s presuppostitions, or unattested meanings are 
derived. 
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presuppositions: C needs to be a subset of this set of cakes which is salient in the 
context, (20b). The meanings of (19a-b) and (20a) are identical. 
 
(20) a. Of all the boys who bought cakes for Mary, … 
    … John bought Mary [DP the [[-est C]1 d1-expensive cake]] 
  b. C  {x: d y [x is a d-expensive  y bought Mary x]} 
 
The focus-sensitivity and context-dependency of relative readings of superlatives 
suggests that the focus structure of the sentence must be encoded at LF – it cannot 
be disregarded in the computation of the truth conditions of a superlative sentence. 
The obligatoriness of focus on the superlative adjective in the Polish relative clause 
in (6b) follows if the focus structure of the sentence is included in the LF. In fact, 
the interpretation of (6a) also results from both scope and focus structure, otherwise 
(6a) would be ambiguous, as explained below. 
In Polish, due to the absence of the definite article, -est is free to scope DP-
externally. If, as proposed in the previous section, the derivation of DP-external 
relative readings by scoping -est DP-externally violates Scope Economy, the 
sentence in (6a) should be ambiguous between (i) the DP-internal relative reading 
derived by DP-external scope for -est, and (ii) the DP-external relative reading 
derived by DP-internal scope for -est. The reason for the lack of this ambiguity is 
the fact that on the neutral intonation of the sentence, the nuclear stress falls on the 
constituent cake. The nuclear stress on cake easily allows for the interpretation of 
cake as narrow focus, which is compatible with (i), (21), but not with (ii) (in 
Tomaszewicz 2015b I present empirical evidence that if -est scopes DP-externally, 
the element that saturates its third argument must be F-marked).  
 
(21) LF for (6a) (updated (7)) 
a. [[~ C’] [cake]F] [-est C] 2 1 John bought Mary [DP d2-expensive t1] 
b. C’  ⟦[cake]F⟧f  {chocolate, candy, apple, cake,…} 
c. C  {f: ∃d ∃x [John bought Mary x  x is d-expensive  f(x)]}   
  d. C  ⟦[cake]F⟧f   
 
Now the reason why the DP-internal relative reading of (6a) is not available for 
(6b) is that once the superlative adjective is marked as narrow focus, the constituent 
cake cannot be accented and interpreted as a focus. The focus on the superlative 
adjective results in -est itself being focused. 
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4.2 Focus on -est itself 
In (6b) the focus on the superlative adjective indicates that -est must be taking DP-
internal scope, because this focus requires a licensing context involving alternatives 
to most expensive. Sharvit and Stateva 2002 observe that when most itself is 
focused, both the absolute and the relative readings are available in English. The 
example in (22) is parallel to the one given by Sharvit and Stateva to illustrate the 
relative reading when the primary focus is on the superlative: 7 
 
(22)  Bill bought a $30 cake, Ann bought a $50 cake and  
  John bought the [MOST]F expensive cake. 
 
Intuitively, the comparison in (22) is of the different prices of cakes that different 
people bought. However, while the first two clauses specify the prices of cakes in 
the comparison class for the superlative, that is, the degrees that are members of the 
set in (23b), the superlative is a quantifier over degrees and so the superlative 
sentence does not specify a member of this set. Instead, as Sharvit and Stateva 
propose, we have to assume that $30 and $50 are of the same type as [-est C] and 
denote functions such as λP λx [$30(P)(x)], where P is of type <d,<e,t>>. 
 
(23) a. How expensive a cake did each person buy? 
 b. {d: x [x is a d-expensive cake  y bought x  y ∈{Bill, Ann, John}]}  
 c. {D: x [D = D(λd λz [z is d-expensive])(x)  x is a cake  y bought x  
 y ∈{Bill, Ann, John}} 
 
The assumption that $30 and $50 are of the same type as [-est C] is unnecessary if 
we consider that the licensing context for the placement of focus on the superlative 
expression involves the implicit subquestion in (24SQ).  
 
(24)  Q: How expensive a cake did each person buy? 
   SQ: As for every person, did that person buy the most/least  
expensive cake? (implicit) 
  A: (22). 
 
                                                 
 
7 Sharvit and Stateva 2002 provide the following example ((78b), p.485): 
(i)  Bill climbed a 2000 ft mountain and Mary climbed a 3000 ft mountain.  
John climbed the high-EST mountain. 
They note that in (i) the first syllable of highest is the most prominent phonetically, but in examples 
with most/least those elements bear the main stress. They propose that this is the default focus 
pattern for superlative sentences in English, but, as my discussion will show, this pattern is 
appropriate only with a suitable licensing antecedent.  
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A subquestion provides a partial answer to the explicit higher question Q and 
answering all of the subquestion entailed by Q provides a complete answer to Q 
(Roberts 1998, 2004; a.o.). Consider Büring’s (2003) example in (25) where the 
answers A1 and A2 are both appropriate as answers to the question Q, but, in fact, 
they directly answer the implicit subquestions SQ1 and SQ2.  
 
(25) Q: How many (of the 74) abstracts got accepted?    (Büring 2003) 
  SQl: Did any abstracts get accepted?  
  Al: (Yes,) SOMECT abstracts DIDF get accepted.  
       L+H*   H* L-L% 
  SQ2: Did most abstracts get accepted? 
  A2: (Yes,) MOSTCT abstracts DIDF get accepted.  
       L+H*   H* L-L% 
 
In (25A1) the topic some contrasts with any in the implicit subquestion, but does 
not contrast with any explicit element in the preceding discourse. In (22) the focus 
on most evokes an implicit contrast set {most expensive, least expensive}, while 
there is no directly contrasting element in the preceding context. The context in (22) 
provides a licensing antecedent for the focus on most by implicitly evoking the 
alternative set, (24). On Rooth’s semantics of focus, there has to be an anaphoric 
relationship between the restrictor of the focus interpretation operator ~ and its 
antecedent, a discourse object β, (17). The ordinary semantic value of β must be a 
subset of the focus semantic value of α (they must have matching types). The set 
denoted by a question must be a subset of the alternative set provided by the answer. 
Declarative sentences in ordinary discourse typically do not follow explicit 
questions, but an implicit (sub)question can be made salient either by prior 
discourse or by the answer itself (Stalnaker 1978; Roberts 1996; Büring 2003; 
Beaver and Clark 2008; a.o.). Note how the superlative sentence in (26A) is not 
felicitous as a direct answer to the question (26Q) uttered without prior context. 
What makes (26A) felicitous in the discourse is the accommodation of the 
subquestion (26SQ) by the interlocutors upon hearing the answer (26A). The 
context in (26SQ) provides a suitable antecedent for the focus on [-est C], (26d). 
 
(26) Q: How expensive a cake did John buy? 
  SQ: Did John buy the most expensive cake? (implicit) 
  a. β = ⟦[-est C]⟧o  
  A: John bought the [MOST]F expensive cake. 
  b. LF for (26A): John bought the [[-est C]F [~ C’]] d-expensive cake. 
  c. ⟦[-est C]F⟧f  = {[-est C], [least C]} 
  d. ⟦[-est C]⟧o  ⟦[-est C]F⟧f   
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In (26A) the focus on most specifies the comparison class C only indirectly – via 
the obligatory presence of the (implicit) context that licenses the focus. This result 
is fully compatible with the optionality of focus effects with DP-internal -est (as 
shown at the beginning of this section in (19-22), with DP-internal -est, C can be 
specified by association with focus, (19), or it can be set purely by context, (20)).  
However, a further question arises: when [-est C] itself is focused, are the 
relative readings necessarily derived by the contextual setting of C or is focus 
association also possible? The answer is that focus association is possible insofar 
as it is possible for a sentence to contain more than one focus. Since each sentence 
contains one nuclear stress marking the constituent that can be interpreted as narrow 
focus, how can we test if there are more foci in the sentence? A standard way to 
identify foci is through question answer congruence  the new information is F-
marked and the question provides an antecedent for ~’s restrictor C’.  
A multiple wh-question such as ‘Who ate what?’ on its pair-list interpretation 
can be answered in two ways: (i) for each person, list what they ate, (ii) for each 
food, list who ate it. As identified by Jackendoff (1972) the answer ‘Fred ate the 
beans’ will have a different intonation pattern with each strategy. With (i) there is 
a fall-rise pitch accent on Fred and a fall on beans. With (ii) the fall rise is on beans 
and the fall on Fred. The fall-rise pitch accent in English is seen as a grammatical 
realization of a contrastive topic and the falling accent as the realization of focus 
(Kadmon 2001; Buring 2003; Wagner 2012; Constant 2012). The prosodic 
realization of a contrastive topic is what indicates the presence of a subquestion 
identifying each strategy: (i) ‘What about FRED? What did HE eat?’; (ii) ‘What 
about the BEANS? Who ate THEM?’ (Roberts 1996; Buring 2003).  
The response to the multiple wh-question in (27Q) needs to provide new 
information on the identity of cake buyers and on the characteristics of cakes. 
Following Wagner 2012 and Constant 2012, I take contrastive topics to be F-
marked and interpreted by a focus operator. The question (27Q) licenses focus on 
Bill, Ann and John and on $30 and $50 in (27A). The subquestion (27SQ) licenses 
focus on most in (27A). In Wagner 2012 when two focus operators are present and 
one outscopes another, the constituent that associates with the focus operator taking 
wider scope is the contrastive topic, and the one associating with the focus operator 
taking narrow scope is the focus. In (27A) the F-marked John is the contrastive 
topic and -est associates with it (a possibility predicted on Wagner’s 2012 and 
Constant’s 2012 accounts). 
 
(27)  Q: Who bought which cake? 
  SQ: Did anyone buy the most expensive cake? (implicit) 
  A: [Bill]F bought the [$30]F cake, [Ann]F bought the [$50]F cake and  
[John]F bought the [most]F expensive cake. 
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In Polish, a multiple wh-question such as (28a) can be answered in two ways to 
provide a pair-list answer. In (28b) the whole superlative DP is fronted and accented 
as a contrastive topic and the subject Jan is in a right-peripheral focus position. In 
(28c) the in-situ subject Jan is accented as a contrastive topic and is thus F-marked. 
In both (28b-c), the F-marked constituents correspond to the wh-phrases, and the 
availability of F-marking at the syntax-phonology interface correlates with the 
availability of relative readings. In (28c) Jan is not accented as a focus, but it is 
interpreted as F-marked and is thus available for focus association. 
 
(28)  a. Który chłopiec  jakie  ciastko kupił? 
Which boy   which cake  bought 
‘Which boy bought which cake?’ 
b. [Najdroższe  ciastko]1-F/CT t2  kupił  t1   [JAN]2-F. 
most-expensive cake      bought   Jan 
‘Jan bought the most expensive cake.’ 
c. [Jan]F/CT  kupił   [najDROŻsze]F ciastko. 
Jan   bought  most-expensive cake 
‘Jan bought the most expensive cake.’ 
 
It follows from the recursive definition of focus in Rooth 1992, 1996 that all foci 
are bound by the first ~ operator in whose scope they appear. But when a phrase is 
scoped to a level where it escapes one focus operator, it can be bound by the next 
one. The LF that derives the DP-external reading via DP-internal -est and focus 
association is shown in (29a). The superlative DP QRs out of the scope of ~8 which 
interpretes the F-feature on the subject, (19b). This configuration allows for the 
presence of another ~-operator to interpret the focus on [-est C], ~9. -est can thus 
itself be focused, (29b), and still associate with the focus in TP1 bound by ~8, (29c-
d). 
 
(29)  a. LF for (28c) 
[DP [ [[-est C]F1 [~9 C’9]] 2[NP t2-expensive cake]]] [TP1[~8 C’8] 1 
[TP2 [Jan]F2 bought t1 ]] 
b. ⟦[-est C]⟧o  ⟦[-est C]F⟧f    
c. C’8  ⟦TP2⟧f  {P: y [P = x [y bought x]]}    
d. C  ⟦TP2⟧f    
 
Summing up, in this section I have shown that the focus association account of 
relative readings makes the right predictions for the two empirical facts from 
English and Polish. Focus is optional for the derivation of relative readings in a 
language where -est remains DP-internally in the presence of the definite 
determiner, which accounts for the English data in (2) and (3). Focus is obligatorily 
on the superlative adjective in the Polish example in (6b) because it ensures that  
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-est is interpreted DP-internally and allows for a contextual specification of C (with 
DP-external -est, C is determined by the F-marked argument of -est and cannot be 
set purely contextually). Moreover, the focus on the superlative adjective in (6b) 
supports the arguments in Section 3 that for the derivation of the DP-external 
relative readings in Polish, -est has to be DP-internal (the derivation of DP-external 
relative readings by DP-external scope of -est is precluded by Scope Economy). 
Finally, I have shown that when the superlative adjective is focused, association 
with another focus may still be possible – as long as another constituent in the 
sentence can be F-marked. 
5 Conclusions 
In this paper, I have argued that the superlative morpheme -est scopes outside of 
the superlative DP in Polish only for the derivation of the relative readings set with 
respect to the DP-internal constituent. The DP-external scope for -est is available 
in the first place because the Polish superlative DP lacks a definite determiner. The 
derivation of the relative readings set with respect to a DP-external constituent is 
precluded in Polish by Scope Economy. Such readings are derived with -est 
remaining DP-internally in both Polish and English. 
What guarantees DP-internal scope for -est in Polish is the focus on the 
superlative adjective itself. I have shown that this focus placement follows from the 
context-dependency of -est. I have argued that once the focus structure is taken to 
be obligatorily included in the computation of the truth conditions of a superlative 
sentence, we account both for the optionality of focus in the derivation of relative 
readings in English and for the obligatoriness of the focus on the superlative 
adjective for the derivation of relative readings with DP-internal -est in Polish. 
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